What does it mean to study a book? In the early modern period, printed books catalyzed the dissemination of information, ideas, and culture. This ink-strewn realm provided a space for the dissatisfied to make their voices heard and for rulers to quell the rumblings of rebellion. A book not only contains words, but also carries with it the stories of a host of individuals, including patrons, printers, and apprentices. Librarians, archivists, and conservators work painstakingly with early and rare books to preserve these invaluable stories. This article begins with an examination of the 1686 copy of The Life of St. Ignatius, Founder of the Society of Jesus, housed in the John J. Burns Library at Boston College. Through this book, the author brings us into the world of Henry Hills, the wily craftsman who remained official printer to the crown throughout the extraordinarily different reigns of Charles II, Oliver Cromwell, James II, and Queen Anne.
The 1686 copy of *The Life of St. Ignatius, Founder of the Society of Jesus* housed in the John J. Burns Library at Boston College seems, at first glance, unremarkable. As an English translation “by a person of quality” of Dominique Bouhours’ 1679 *Vie de Saint Ignace, fondateur de la Compagnie de Jésus*, the book appears to be an ordinary seventeenth century work with few noteworthy features or anomalies worth studying. Only the publisher’s imprint, which reads, “Printed by Henry Hills, printer to the King’s most excellent Majesty, for his household and chappel,” hints at the book’s larger historical significance. Far from being an ordinary book, this copy of *The Life of St. Ignatius* is an enduring testament to the ways in which James II, England’s last Catholic monarch, attempted to use the printed word to bolster his legitimacy in the volatile years between the Restoration and the Glorious Revolution. It also invites an examination of the life of Henry Hills, his official printer, whose opportunism and business acumen earned him a degree of notoriety experienced by few contemporary members of the book trade.

The King’s Printer was a significant player within the crowded and competitive printing industry in seventeenth century London. During their reigns, English monarchs customarily appointed multiple printers to work concurrently in the royal printing house. These master printers shared the position as equals, and each could refer to himself as the “King’s Printer,” on all works produced. In the 1680s, Henry Hills, whose publisher’s imprint appeared on the title page of *The Life of St. Ignatius*, worked out of a Printing House located “on the Ditch-side in Black-Fryers,” with his partner Thomas Newcomb. These men were not the holders of an honorific title but were rather active employees of the King, enjoying exclusive rights to printing royal statutes, proclamations, and injunctions. Both Charles II and James II kept their printers busy, commissioning works with such titles as *A proclamation for the apprehending of robbers or highway-men, and for a reward to the apprehenders* and *A proclamation, whereas upon information we have received against Charles Earl of Macclesfeild, we have thought fit to direct our warrant for apprehending the said Earl for high treason*. The sheer volume of letters, parliamentary proceedings, speech transcripts, and other kinds of governmental documents that they required would have kept any printing house in business.

Outside the walls of the royal printing house, the King’s printers found themselves embedded within a large and diverse community of book tradesmen. In the 1680s, London was home to an estimated 55 printers whose shops tended to cluster together on certain streets and neighborhoods. The printing industry thrived in the central London neighborhood surrounding the King’s Printing House in Black-Fryers, located a few blocks north of the River Thames and northwest of the Tower of London. Although the King’s Printing House dominated the industry as one of four printing houses that produced forty-four percent of all of the city’s printed material, its printers were by no means the only ones profiting from royal patronage. Indeed, King’s printers constantly interacted with other book printers, binders, and sellers and often collaborated with their fellow tradesmen. Henry Hills, for instance, sometimes printed books for private booksellers and occasionally even entered into partnerships with them. Moreover, upon completing a text block, he likely followed the conventional practice of “sharing operations” by sending pages to a separate bindery for completion. Of course, in addition to being a collaborator, Hills was a competitor, albeit one whose unique position all but ensured the survival of his business.

The King’s Printing House had, and still has, the sole authorization to print the King James Bible and the Book of Common Prayer, which have historically been two of England’s best-selling books. Hills’ position as the official
printer to the King therefore entitled him to the printing industry’s most lucrative royal patents. The patent to the King James Bible, or the Authorized Version of the Bible, was the most sought-after in the industry. Printers that were able to produce this 774,746-word book in various sizes without a single error would certainly attain industry-leading reputations. The rights to the Book of Common Prayer containing the authorized form of the Church of England’s liturgy were also coveted, since the book was frequently used in public and private worship. The profits secured from the production of these two expensive, high-demand texts were among the most significant and reliable in the printing industry.\footnote{11} The bible patent was, for Henry Hills, the raison d’être. He understood that the King’s Printer was in a unique position to make the most money in the book trade, even if the reigning monarch was not a Protestant. During his tenure as official printer to King Charles II, an Anglican who converted to Catholicism on his deathbed, Hills printed several bibles for the Church of England. Surprisingly, he continued to print these Bible editions, which do not contain the deuterocanonical books of Sirach, Tobit, Wisdom, Judith, Maccabees, and Baruch, throughout the reign of the Catholic monarch James II.\footnote{12}

The types of books that James II commissioned during his reign are evidence of his struggle to balance his position as the traditional head of the Church of England with his own Catholic faith. Even as the monarch continued to allow his official printer to print Anglican bibles and Books of Common Prayer, he began to patronize distinctly Catholic books such as The Life of St. Ignatius. James II used the printed word as a medium to demonstrate to his subjects that his faith was in continuity with his predecessor’s religious beliefs. In 1687, Hills printed “by His Majesties Command” Copies Of Two Papers Written By The Late King Charles II, a book which claimed to contain evidence that Charles II was secretly a Catholic long before his death in 1685. In an unusual attempt to influence public opinion, James II presented two diary-like essays filled with Catholic devotion, as he wrote, “This is a true Copy of a Paper I found in the late King my Brother’s Strong Box, written in His own Hand.”\footnote{13} Hills faithfully published this book, despite its questionable veracity, along with the medley of other Catholic and Protestant books that the King commissioned. Ever the opportunist, he recognized that “printing to both sides” increased his pool of potential buyers and, consequently, his profits.

That Henry Hills managed to get appointed King’s Printer in the first place was a testament to his business expertise and his ability to conform his own religious and political beliefs to those endorsed by the monarch. Like James II, Hills was a professed Catholic in the year 1686, when he printed The Life of St. Ignatius. In addition to lives of the saints, he printed liturgical books, including prayer books and breviaries.\footnote{14} During the late seventeenth century, when theological debates on controversial religious doctrines were waged in the realm of the printed word, Henry Hills’ name appeared time and again on the title pages of passionate defenses of Catholic dogma.\footnote{15} Yet it is unlikely that Hills’ desire to print these books originated from a sense of personal devotion. He had, after all, only converted to Catholicism in January of 1686 in order to be appointed to the office of King’s Printer.\footnote{16}

No one who knew Henry Hills in his early life could have predicted that the young printer would one day produce a work like The Life of St. Ignatius. Hills, who was “known for his republican sentiment” during the 1650s, was a friend of the famous Leveller leader John Lilburne.\footnote{17} Not only was Lilburne against any kind of monarchy, but he was also a staunch opponent of monopolies. In 1645, he spoke out against the issuing of an exclusive Bible patent—a practice Hills would engage with later—calling the practice “soul-starving” and “murdering.”\footnote{18} He would have been disgusted by Hills’ appointment to the office of King’s Printer, which promoted elitism and strangled free enterprise. Still, Lilburne knew that Hills was ambitious, and had watched his friend place profits above principles.
between 1653 and 1654, when, in partnership with William Dugard, he served as official printer to Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of the Commonwealth of England.20

In the early 1650s, Hills initiated a business practice he would continue throughout his life. First, he would identify a prestigious patron: a prominent person or group with power and influence. Then, he would adapt his religious and political principles to those of his target patron. One can trace the origins of this pattern to 1651, when the Anabaptist Congregation of England appointed Hills as its official printer, but only after Hills claimed to find the faith in the wake of an adultery scandal.21 Shortly after this, Hills left his position with the Anabaptists in order to be appointed official printer to a Puritan, Oliver Cromwell. He printed the same kinds of materials for the Lord Protector that he would later print for the restored monarchy, including volumes such as *A Collection Of All The Proclamations, Declarations, Articles, And Ordinances, Passed By His Highness The Lord Protector.*22 After the restoration, Hills scrambled to switch religious faiths yet again in order to obtain the position of official printer to the Anglican Charles II. In doing so, he also noted his necessary previous expertise in bible printing, having successfully printed an edition of the King James Bible with John Field in 1656 when there was no monarch to issue a bible patent.23 Finally, in 1686, he converted to Catholicism in order to be appointed official printer to James II, swallowing his hatred for “papists” in order to retain his prestigious position.24 The 1686 *Life of St. Ignatius,* then, is as much a symbol of Hills’ opportunism as it is of the monarch’s religious faith.

Hills faced a great deal of derision for building his success upon his cunning practices. In 1736, *Gentleman’s Magazine* published a satirical epigram recalling Hills’ opportunistic “conversion” to Catholicism during the reign of James II. According to the story, in order to demonstrate the sincerity of his contrition, Hills declared he would do penance by walking five miles with peas in his shoes. Yet, the account mocks, the printer boiled the peas first to soften them: “the sly sinner / Resolved to stand upon his dinner; / so boil’d his penitential pease to give both feet and conscience ease.”25 This story, almost certainly apocryphal, was published 23 years after Hills’ death. It speaks to his legacy, and to the fact that Londoners remembered him as an unscrupulous businessman who would have done or said anything to make money. It is also evidence of the printer’s notoriety, since the epigram identified him only as “Hills,” assuming the reader’s knowledge of Hills’ reputation.

Whether or not Hills’ conversion was sincere, he paid dearly for it when William and Mary landed in England and overthrew James II. Hills fled the country after an anti-Catholic mob attacked his Printing House in Black Friars in December of 1688.25 His subsequent fate is difficult to trace due to conflicting accounts. According to a twentieth century dictionary of printers, “Hills fled for his life to St. Omer, where he died shortly afterwards, his will being proved on January 21st, 1689.”26 A Victorian-era dictionary, though, places him in London two decades later, claiming that “Henry Hills and Thomas Newcomb were for a short time (from January 10, 1709) printers to Queen Anne.”27 Newspaper accounts seem to support the latter version of events. One 1713 advertisement announced the imminent publication of a treaty that was “printed by John Baskett, Printer to the Queen’s most Excellent Majesty, and by the Assigns of Thomas Newcomb and Henry Hills, deceased.”28 Newspaper articles still referred to books “newly printed” by Hills even as late as 1710.29 Additionally, advertisements detailing the sale of Hills’ estate indicate that he returned home to Black Friars before his death.30 If this evidence is accurate, the printer from Black Friars managed to retain his position as King’s Printer through the reigns of three English monarchs.

It cannot truthfully be said that Hills’ exceptional skills as a printer merited his lengthy tenure as King’s Printer, and possibly Queen’s Printer. Hills’ critics not only attacked his moral character, but also questioned his professional
work. C.H. Timperley’s dictionary of printers described Hills as “a great retailer of cheap printed sermons and poems, which he pirated, and printed upon bad paper.” Examinations of some of Hills’ surviving printed books support this description. The Life of St. Ignatius, for instance, is not particularly lavish. Its font, while perfectly legible, is of a standard Roman type. Its text is not enlivened by colored ink or supplemented by engraved or woodcut images, as is befitting such a prominent book. Vegetal drop caps at the beginning of each chapter serve as its only ornamentation. Even the books that Hills clearly printed for James II’s personal use, such as the John J. Burns Library’s copy of Short Prayers For The Use Of All Good Catholics In The Hearing Of The Holy Mass, are not especially impressive. This book copy, which has the monarch’s seal in the center of its ornately gilded cover, contains several careless mistakes. On some pages, the text is crooked; on others, the catchwords at the foot of the page have been cut off. One would expect finer work in a book intended for a monarch, printed by the holder of London’s most prestigious printing office.

The John J. Burns Library’s 1686 copy of The Life of St. Ignatius, Founder of the Society of Jesus derives its importance not from its content or format but from its historical context. Only when the book is considered for its significance as a Catholic book printed by the King’s Printer in a traditionally Protestant country does it seem worth examining. Henry Hills, “printer to the King’s most excellent majesty,” lived through some of England’s most turbulent decades. The book is an enduring testament to the ways in which he managed to “reinvent himself” with each wave of political and religious change and to conform his own views to those endorsed by the nation’s ruler. Was he an Anabaptist or a Leveller? A revolutionary or a loyalist? A Catholic or a Protestant? Perhaps the only thing that we can know for certain is that Hills was a businessman who was willing to abandon his own convictions and endure the scorn of society in order to secure the most lucrative printing positions.
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